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Annual Report – (March 1, 2014.) 
 
The committee was once more chosen for 2013 with the following: 
 
Eva Wern-Edvardsson   President    Caballo Blanco 30 
Gunilla Pedersen    Vice president & Treasurer El Gato 23 
Max Öberg      liaison Old Street lights  Caballo Blanco 18 
Margret Brühlmann    liaison gardening   Caballo Blanco 21 
Jean Bergvall    liaison water tanks   Caballo Blanco 20 
Juan Antonio Molina   liaison projects   El Gato 14 
Ana Belén Bañasco De La Rubia  Administrator   - 
 
During the autumn Margret Brühlmann returned to Switzerland and Jean Bergvall took 
over liaison gardening. 
 
The urbanisation  
The urbanisation consists of 52 houses and one separate garage. 20 are Scandinavian 
speaking, which is not surprising as Swedes started the community in the 1960´s, 17 
English speaking and 16 Spanish speaking (incl. garage). We have 41 property owners 
who have e-mail. The Urbanisation fee was raised to 440 € per year from January 1, 
2011 with a bonus of 40 € if paid during the year. The fee for the garage was raised from 
49,50 € to 66 € (15%). Two properties have changed owners during the year EG11 and 
CB21 as well as EG7 during the holidays last year. 
 
Website 
Our new website started early in the new year of 2013 and is now updated regularly. 
Please read it often. All-important information about the Urbanisation is found on our 
website: www.caballoblancoyelgato.com. 
 
 
Notice board 
In the beginning of summer we also placed a notice board down by the letterboxes. 
Please read the information we put there. 
 
Parking 
We have two large parking places, on top of Caballo Blanco and at the lower part of El 
Gato next to EG7. 
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Non-payers 
At the end of 2013 we had 5 311 € in old debts and 3 131 € for 2013, in total 8 442 € of 
which some was paid early in the year getting the figure down to 6 642 €. One has paid 
also this year by instalments (EG12) 2 have been to court, which did not result in 
payment, but the debt was written into the land registry (EG9 and EG19). Many 
reminders have gone out during the year and we have tried to talk to those on the list. 
 
AGM date 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 
Late fees 
total 

4 209 € 5 719 € 7 340 € 6 191 € 6 642 € 

 
 
The water tanks 
The water tanks are working very well. We have to take samples 3 times a week to 
comply with regulations. The water tanks are now in the register of water by the Junta 
de Andalucia. The water inspector has now to take samples every year to sustain that the 
water is in excellent condition. As it soon was 18 months from the date the tanks were 
cleaned and painted, we have to do a cleaning job in the winter / spring. Surprisingly 
large quantities go through the system. The Ayuntamiento has proposed to get a meter 
on top to see if we have any leaks before paving the streets. We have now new steps up 
to the water tanks. Earlier on it was very dangerous to go up there. 
 
The streets 
We have had some improvements of the worst part of the streets at the upper corner of 
Caballo Blanco and the road down to El Gato. We had a large area with only gravel and 
had to cement it. Pending new roads we did nothing else but small repairs. Some iron 
gratins have been changed, added or mended. 
 
A new mirror has been put up in the lower Caballo Blanco curve, which was much 
needed. We are waiting for street paving before putting up some mirrors in Ulla’s curve 
(EG). 
 
Bank account with interest 
We have put 10 000 € into an account at Unicaja which is certified by the EU. The 
interest is only 100 € net a year, but still we get something more. It has a fixed rate for 
earlier 3 months at a time now every 6 months. Next term expires on July 24 when we 
probably will have to use the money for streetlights. 
 
Thefts 
We have had visits from thieves at several occasions. Both gardening equipment and 
copper cables have been stolen. 
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Town Hall –visit 
We have had five meetings with the Ayuntamiento during the year. We may have some 
progress there. As the Ayuntamiento is improving the road from Lidl to La Trocha, we 
may get some help with our projects. As the biggest costs are getting the paving 
machinery into place, we might lower the cost. The Ayuntamiento is now getting 5 
proposals and we may use their information. 
 
We also have talked about the streetlights. We are now working with Inbradi and the 
Ayuntamiento to get a grant to improve our streetlights. The Ayuntamiento recommends 
solar lamps, which can be placed anywhere and which they have installed at the 
Nacimiento with good results. The grant will come from Junta de Andalucia for the 
replaced parts of the electrical installation. The Ayuntamiento have agreed to send some 
town builders to do the jobs needed for the street lamps to be placed. More on that in a 
separate part. 
 
We have also asked the Ayuntamiento to cut the grass in the Zona Verde, as this is their 
responsibility. We started asking in May, continued during the summer and autumn and 
they came in January. As the Ayuntamiento has to get to our Zona Verdes / Arroyos in 
order to clean them up, we will have to take out fences boarding them that hinder 
access. 
 
We also talked about the Rubbish bins and adding another for our large community. This 
work will be done in conjunction with the built on EG14. 
 
Old streetlights 
The old street light system has functioned very well during the year. We have had some 
copper cable thefts, which has lead to malfunction of streetlights. 
 
Electricity Connections to the new system 
We have had Inbradi checking our new system for irregularities. 
One property (EG9) has connected illegally to the new system without paying us. We 
have denounced the property and written to Junta de Andalucia and Endesa about it. 
 
Electricity – old system 
The Urbanisation has not paid anything for repairing the old system. However we have 
learned that CB10 has a connection, which is not secure but leading on land from CB9 
across the garden beside EG21 to CB10. We have written to the owner to sort this out. 
 
 
Gardening 
We had the gardening firm Atalaya for the first quarter of 2013. We were not satisfied 
with their work so we got some offers for a new solution. Now we have Juan Gálvez 
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Valderama, who is self employed and can show proof of tax and insurance payments. So 
far we think he is doing a very good job and can take on different handyman tasks when 
needed. Some walls have been built to get the rainwater and irrigation water to stay in 
our gardens. Some paints jobs has also been done etc. 
 
Some property owners leave growth outside their property often hanging over the wall, 
which get us a poor street view, and also flowers and leaves in the street. Please cut 
growth outside your walls. 
 
Miscellaneous 
 
Letterboxes have been fixed several times. Some do not empty their letterboxes and 
the post overflows. Please take care of your letterboxes. 
 
We have had two water leaks in the streets that have been mended. The Ayuntamiento 
mends the water leaks in the streets. There has also been a couple of water leaks inside 
the properties, which have been dealt with by their owners. 
 
Some people leave their dog poo in the street or in our gardens. Everybody who has a 
dog has to take up all dog poo and through it into the Rubbish bin. Rat poison had been 
found on the Caballo Blanco side. One dog in the Urbanization is treated for 
Leishmaniasis. 
 
As Telefonica cannot deliver a fast broadband supply, other companies have entered the 
market. Ayuntamiento have signed a contract with Telecable Andalucia and there are 
also Mowitel and EuronaSat. If you have a good solution to recommend, please inform 
the committee so we can publish the information. 
 
Contact information for your security 
If we need to contact some property owner or if the property is rented, the people living 
there, we need some contact information. Please give us information on how to contact 
you or your tenant should we need to. In May a letter went out about our regulations and 
the importance of contact information. 
 
 
 
 
 


